WPMIAS: Whole-degradome-based Plant MicroRNA-Target Interaction Analysis Server.
A critical aspect for exploring the biological function of a microRNA (miRNA) lies on exact detection and validation of its target mRNAs. However, no convenient and efficient web-based server is available for plant biologists to identify the experimentally verified target mRNAs of miRNAs. In this work, we built a comprehensive web-based platform for miRNA-target analysis, named as Whole-degradome-based Plant MiRNA-target Interaction Analysis Server (WPMIAS), for validation of predicted interactions of miRNAs and their target mRNAs (MTIs) by user-submitted data or all available pre-loaded degradome data. Besides, the server can construct degradome-based miRNA regulatory networks (MRNs) based on the validated MTIs to help study the functions and relations among miRNAs and target mRNAs. WPMIAS is also suitable for other small RNAs (sRNAs), such as 21-nt phased siRNAs (phasiRNAs) and natural antisense siRNAs (nat-siRNAs), which direct cleavage of target mRNAs. Currently, WPMIAS supports 64 plant species with ∼200 cDNA libraries and 274 pre-loaded plant degradome datasets. The user can identify all validated MTIs by analyzing all degradome data at a time and understand when and where MTIs take place and their cleavage levels. With the data obtained from WPMIAS, the user can build a plant miRNA-target map, where it is convenient to find interesting research ideas on miRNAs. In summary, WPMIAS is able to support a comprehensive web-based plant miRNA-target analysis and expected to greatly promote future research on plant miRNAs. It can be freely accessed at https://cbi.njau.edu.cn/WPMIAS/. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.